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Abstract—Video applications are expected to increasingly dom-1

inate the traffic of mobile networks in the 5G era, and thus a2

real-time adaptation of these high resource demanding network3

applications is crucial in optimising the overall 5G networks. In4

this manuscript, we leverage Virtual Network Function (VNF)5

techniques to implement a video adaptation service that auto-6

matically adapts the quality of video transmissions depending7

on the status of the network. Furthermore, Network Function8

Virtualisation (NFV) techniques are employed here to simplify,9

optimise and speed up the deployment process of the aforemen-10

tioned video adapter service (vAdapter), and therefore, allowing11

its on-demand deployment in a flexible way. We design, implement12

and test the scheme in a realistic virtualised 5G testbed. Empirical13

results focus on the scalability evaluation and performance as14

well as demonstrates a significant bandwidth reduction without15

compromising the final user’s video quality expectations.16

Index Terms—Real-time; Multimedia; adaptive; SDN; NFV; 5G;17

Network Management; QoS.18

I. INTRODUCTION19

Video traffic has dominated the traffic in global mobile20

networks, and the trend is that such dominance will continue21

and grow over the coming years, with the increasing popu-22

larity of bandwidth-demanding video applications such as Vir-23

tual/Augmented Reality, and novel visual applications enabled24

by 5G such as remote surgery for eHealth use cases. It is high25

time to design, deploy and test adaptive networking applications26

such as the presented video adapter schema to allow multimedia27

real-time services to occurs. Software Defined Networking28

(SDN) and Network Function Virtualization (NFV) techniques29

presented nowadays in novel virtualised architectures pave the30

way to investigate, develop and efficiently deploy alternatives to31

ensure successful network transmissions even when the network32

becomes congested and unstable.33

These applications typically adopt high-definition (HD) or34

ultra-high-definition (UHD) resolutions and frame rates, gener-35

ating continuously heavy traffic load to the network and leading36

to congestion and thus overall performance downgrading in37

the 5G system. Meanwhile, existing video tools can hardly38

recognise 5G traffic or cope with the latest video codec (e.g.,39

H.265/HEVC and its scalable extension SHVC [1]) in the40

virtualised 5G environment. Therefore, it is essential to design41

and develop a new video adapter that is capable of parsing the42

5G traffic and processing the video traffic encoded by the latest43

codec, preferably in an autonomous way, and empirically test44

and evaluate its functionality and performance, which is the45

main contribution of this work. Section II describes the state of46

the art in 5G video adaptation techniques. Section III presents 47

the virtualised 5G infrastructure testbed. Section IV focuses 48

on presenting and analysing the experimental results. Finally, 49

conclusions and future work activities are drawn in Section V. 50

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK 51

The H.265 video codec standard can reduce bandwidth re- 52

quirements up to 50% without decreasing the quality throughout 53

the encoding process [2]. Recent improvements in the codec 54

standard [3] show its potential to overpass it is predecessor 55

H.264 codec [4] with respect its usage in the network. H.265 56

also supports scalable video encoding that consists of multiple 57

layered video flows, where a base layer comprises the basic 58

version of the video while on or more enhancement layers 59

incorporate additional data to enhance the video quality. In this 60

way, a Media Aware Network Element (MANE) with scalable 61

H.265 capabilities would be able to adapt a video streaming by 62

a selective dropping of its enhancement layers. 63

Not just video coding requirements but also 5G requirements 64

must be addressed for any solution that aims to adapt video 65

flows traversing this kind of networks: Embrace virtualization 66

and softwarisation technologies to provide scalability and on- 67

demand deployments, deal with traffic in multi-carrier and 68

mobility scenarios for 5G video streaming; support nested 69

encapsulation demands imposed by both core network and edge 70

segments of the 5G multi-tenant networks; and perform filtering 71

in the inner layers of overlay networks. To the best of our 72

knowledge, little existing work has considered both, video- 73

coding and 5G network requirements. For instance, Authors 74

in [5] propose a video adaptation technology based on a 75

variable bitrate transcoding but there is no information about 76

the video codec, in [6] is presented a 4K scalable H.265 77

video streaming without highlight the streaming protocol nor 78

the video adaptation technique used, in [7] it is approached a 79

media-aware network element with scalable H.265 capabilities, 80

but scalability and flexibility features, which are being fostered 81

in 5G implementations, are not achieved. Other studies such 82

as [8], [9] do not give information about the video codec 83

or multi-tenancy support. As a direct consequence, there is a 84

lack of scalable network video optimization systems that are 85

simultaneously able to deal with traffic encapsulation demands 86

imposed by both core network and edge segments of the 5G 87

multi-tenant networks and perform filtering in the inner layers 88

of overlay networks. 89



III. VIRTUALIZED 5G INFRASTRUCTURE90

An empirical virtualized Long Term Evolution (LTE) based91

infrastructure has been designed and deployed. The infrastruc-92

ture also presents several 5G features, which allow a realistic93

analysis of video traffic in LTE-based 5G networks.94
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Fig. 1: Scenario for a real-time video filtering in virtualized
and multi-tenant 5G Infrastructure

A. 5G Infrastructure95

Figure 1 illustrates a virtualised architecture where although96

different operators are sharing physical resources, each one97

represents a completely different tenant administrative domain.98

The infrastructure is composed of 10 computers with Ubuntu99

16.04 and provisioned with OpenStack. our scenario relies on100

Neutron and OpenDayLight as Software-Defined Networking101

(SDN) controller. In turn, OpenDayLight uses OpenFlow and102

OVSDB for controlling the Open Virtual Switch (OVS) v2.9103

and the data path of the Virtual Machines (VMs).104

To allow functional decoupling between 5G Distributed Units105

(DU) and Centralised Units (CUs), an evolution of the OpenAir-106

Interface, the Mosaic5G [10] project, has been deployed. It is107

noted that even when the core network is still using LTE-based108

terminology for its components, all of them have been fully109

virtualised and run in VNFs. Therefore, providing a realistic110

LTE-based 5G infrastructure for research and evaluation of111

traffic across all segments of the network.112

Figure 1 shows different network segments that traffic113

crosses. In each of the network segments, traffic can be en-114

capsulated by using different protocols for multi-tenancy and/or115

mobility support. It has been labelled with A for those that allow116

tenant isolation by using OpenStack and are being encapsulated 117

in protocols such as VLAN, VXLAN or GRE. Labelled with B 118

are the data-plane control points where GTP encapsulation is 119

used for mobility support. Finally, points marked with a C label 120

are those where our proposed vAdapter (or stack of vAdapters) 121

is deployed for dealing with any nested-encapsulated traffic. 122

B. Video Traffic in 5G 123

The proposed vAdapter is able to deal with the scalable 124

extension of the H.265/HEVC video codec. The approach of 125

this study is based on real-time streaming video, thus Real- 126

Time Transport Protocol (RTP) has been selected for streaming 127

video flows. RTP allows for packetisation of the H265 bitstream 128

using the Network Abstraction Layers (NAL) of each RTP 129

packet, thus supporting HEVC streaming for video on demand, 130

among other applications. Those NALs are a sequence of data 131

units that contain both the payload and high-level information 132

to allow parsing the main properties. The vAdapter uses such 133

high-level information for detecting and applying the enforced 134

policies to the specific video flows. In this particular case (video 135

adapter service), our vAdapter is not only able to operate at 136

the application layer, where the video protocols are placed, but 137

also deal with the complex hierarchical encapsulation that can 138

be found throughout a 5G architecture. 139
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An example of nested encapsulation is depicted in Figure 2. 140

Our video adapter service deals with protocols belonging to the 141

physical machine’s communication, protocols used for tenant 142

isolation, protocols that allow user mobility, and finally, those 143

protocols belonging to the application layer before applying 144

any video adaptation. Each protocols stack provides information 145

about the specific network segment by which the traffic passes, 146

therefore, each of them must be carefully inspected to make 147

sure that an adaptation is going to be placed over the targeted 148

video flow without compromising the proper functioning of the 149

rest of the network traffic. To do so, the video adapter solution 150

proposed in this paper leverages and adapts the existing filtering 151

mechanism BPF [11], that provides an efficient way of filtering 152

packets in the kernel space, to filter such complex and nested 153

encapsulated media traffic in 5G Networks. 154

IV. EMPIRICAL RESULTS 155

This section aims to demonstrate the suitability of the 156

proposed vAdapter service when deployed in a realistic 5G 157

network. Furthermore, scalability and flexibility of the service 158

are also tested by deploying several vAdapter as Virtual Net- 159

work Functions (VNFs), i.e., vAdapterVNFs. Finally, end-to- 160

end results are evaluated. 161



Bitstreams encoded in SHVC were sent through the real de-162

ployment presented in section III-A. Different Packet Captures163

(PCAP) files were obtained from such streaming between the164

video streamer (an LTE-based smartphone) and the Serving165

Gateway (SG). This testbed implementation uses those PCAP166

files, which contain a real and nested encapsulated 5G packet167

structure, for testing the system behaviour when increasing168

both, the number of simultaneous video flows traversing the169

testbed and the number of vAdapters instantiated.170

A. Implementation of the 5G Testbed171

In a realistic 5G scenario, thousands of users will use a video172

streaming service simultaneously. Our proposed vAdapter has173

been designed to optimise each of those video streams regarding174

the experience perceived by the user. Therefore, massive video175

traffic must be properly inspected and a consequent set of traffic176

policies applied per every single flow. It is not feasible to handle177

such large quantities of policies and massive traffic with just178

one vAdapter. Table I, shows the number of simultaneous video179

flows able to inspect with no packet loss and acceptable de-180

lay/jitter values, 128. A scalable approach is therefore presented181

where thousands of video flows are managed simultaneously.182

Our solution benefits from leveraging NFV and cloud comput-183

ing technologies to deploy dynamically and on-demand, VNFs184

in the format of distributed vAdapterVNFs.185

TABLE I: Summary statistics when 128 video-flows are simul-
taneously handled by one vAdapter.

Percentage of Packet Loss (%) 0.00%
Average of Delay (ms) 0.06109873
Average of Jitter (ms) 0.013810244

Each vAdapterVNF deals with a subset of the rules according186

to a network segmentation addressed in a particular RAN. A187

first filtering agent acts as a load balancer redirecting the traffic188

quickly to the pertinent vAdapterVNF responsible for handling189

a subset of rules. The network segmentation and forwarding190

in the load balancer can be achieved with just one rule191

per deployed subsequent vAdapterVNF, inspecting the inner192

IP packet of the encapsulated traffic. This scalable approach193

enables the deployment of additional vAdapterVNFs according194

to the network conditions. Fig. 3 depicts the infrastructure used195

in our testbed. 12 vAdapterVNFs were needed to cope with196

1536 flows generated, each one holding up to 128 filtering rules,197

one per flow. As empirically demonstrated in Table I, 128 is the198

advisable number of complex rules per vAdapterVNF without199

incurring packet loss or unacceptable delays/jitter.200

B. Test Results201

Following results are produced by measuring the concerned202

metrics (latency etc.) from point A to B in Figure 3, or in other203

words, from the moment that video flows reach the physical204

machine (where our vAdapters are running as VNFs) to the205

point they leave the computer. Therefore, load balancer delay,206

network delay and video adaptation delay introduced by each207

vAdapterVNF are also considered.208
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From our first experiment shown in Figure 4, it can be 209

seen that the total delay was nearly constant even when the 210

number of vAdapterVNFs was increasing. There is not a direct 211

correlation between the number of video services used and 212

the delay introduced in the system. Thus, it can be concluded 213

that our proposal is scalable since the addition of a new 214

vAdapterVNF in our system does not affect the end-to-end 215

delay. To be precise, the delay was on average about 4ms and 216

reaching maximums of around 7ms was the worst cases. It 217

is important to highlight that every vAdapterVNF included in 218

the system was fully working by processing hundreds of video 219

flows and dropping enhancement video layers, which have the 220

least impact on the perceived quality of the video. 221

Figure 5 provides the information to differentiate the delay 222

introduced by the proposed vAdapterVNF versus the one pro- 223

duced by the network to divert the traffic across the VMs. As 224

can be seen, networking delays were constant (about 3.5ms) 225

while the time consumed by the vAdapters is around 0.5ms. 226

Therefore, it can be reaffirmed that the increasing number of 227

vAdapters did not introduce a proportional delay, and there was 228



no correlation between the number of services and the time229

consumed by such processes.230
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Finally, to evaluate the accumulative bandwidth that could231

be saved every second during the streaming, this study has232

conducted an experiment as shown in Figure 6. In this particular233

case, a set of scalable videos were streamed and adapted by234

several vAdapters (128 video flows per each vAdapter). Each235

video flow was composed by a base layer with FHD spatial236

resolution and an enhancement layer in UHD. A selective drop-237

ping of the enhancement layer per each video flow produced238

a significant amount of bandwidth saved. This experiment has239

been conducted by sending scalable videos of 3.8Mbytes in240

a bitrate of 1,010,000bps, with a stream duration of 30.57s.241

In the most stressful scenario, 1536 video flows were being242

processed by the 12 vAdapters in the system. As can be seen243

in Figure 6, at the end of the transmission about 2,981Mbytes244

(close to 3Gbytes) were saved. From the network point of view,245

possible congestion has been mitigated; from the users’ point246

of view, the perceived quality remained stable since there were247

no uncontrolled packet loss but just a downgrading of the video248

resolution.249

V. CONCLUSIONS250

This manuscript has presented the design and implementation251

of a new video adapter that is compliant with the latest video252

codec and can be flexibly deployed in virtualised 5G networks253

as a VNF. Results gathered from a realistic 5G testbed have254

confirmed the capabilities of the presented video adapter in255

dissecting and processing 5G video traffic over the novel256

virtualised and multi-tenanted infrastructure. Furthermore, scal-257

ability results have proved the ability of the video adapter258

service to act as a complete stack of VNFs to handle massive259

video traffic effectively. In addition, promising results have260

been obtained in the saving of bandwidth during the adaptation261

process and, consequently, it has been demonstrated how to262

alleviate network congestion without compromising the quality263

of the services offered.264
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